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Chapter 8

Summary

Ion– and photon–induced fragmentation of biomolecules plays an important role in fields
like biomolecular radiation damage, protein sequencing and astrobiology. For instance, in
chromatin DNA is tightly packed into one complex together with histone and non–histone
proteins. These proteins are known to protect DNA against indirect and to some extent even
direct radiation damage. Radiation action upon proteins and peptides is thus one of the pri-
mary steps in biological radiation action. In this thesis ionization and dissociation studies of
the peptide leucine enkephalin and of a series of peptide constituents, i.e. amino acids have
been presented.

In chapter 4 and 5 the interaction of keV He+, He2+ and O5+ ions with isolated amino
acidsα– andβ–alanine, glycine and valine was studied by means of high resolution co-
incidence time–of–flight mass spectrometry. For theα and β isomers of alanine we ob-
served a strong isomer dependence of characteristic fragmentation channels which manifests
in strongly altered branching ratios. These results are interesting for future studies on ion–
induced protein fragmentation as a possible new complementary tool for protein structure
determination.

For allα amino acids, the dominant fragmentation process for the single ionization chan-
nel is found to be loss of the carboxyl group. Qualitatively,the mass spectra resemble those
obtained by electron impact and VUV photon impact.

Formation of H+3 ions was observed from all amino acids under study. This relatively
weak process requires substantial rearrangement of the molecule before fragmentation.

Kinetic energies of atomic fragment ions H+, C+, N+ and O+ were determined for the
multiple ionization channels. Fragment ion kinetic energies of typically several eV with max-
imum values of 15 eV (O5+ impact) were observed, implying that secondary ions originating
from ion–induced damage of histone proteins have the potential to damage DNA. Whether
these secondary processes outweigh shielding of the DNA by the histones still remains to be
settled.

To accomplish the investigation of radiation action upon much more complex but still
isolated biomolecular targets, such as proteins, we have built a novel apparatus. Electrospray
ionization was selected as an ideal technique to bring complex chemically ionized molecules
into the vacuum. Biomolecular ion accumulation in a quadrupole ion trap allows build–up of
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sufficient target density for ion–biomolecule collision studies.
In chapter 6 keV ion–induced dissociation (KID) of the protonated peptide leucine en-

kephalin is presented. In contrast to conventional excitation techniques, the fragmentation
patterns exhibit very strong peaks due to the loss of side chains. Backbone scission is a
relatively weak channel. The results can be understood within a model in which energy is de-
posited into the peptide via electronic stopping. Electroncapture probabilities from localized
molecular orbitals as a function of ion–peptide distance are different for the projectile ions
under study. The different capture distances imply different electronic stopping for the dif-
ferent ions and thus a pronounced dependence of the fragmentation pattern on the electronic
structure of the projectile ions.

Complementary to the KID studies, in chapter 7 the first systematic VUV photodissocia-
tion study of a peptide (leucine enkephalin) is presented. From time–of–flight mass spectra
the various photofragment yields were extracted as function of photon energy for the range
from 8 eV to 40 eV.

For sub–ionization energies our results are in line with existing studies on UV photodisso-
ciation of leucine enkephalin. For photon energies exceeding 10 eV we could identify a new
dissociation scheme in which photoabsorption leads to fastloss of the tyrosine side chain.
This loss process leads to the formation of a residual peptide that is internally remarkably
cold. In the astrobiological context such as efficient cooling process may allow for survival
of early functional peptide substructures under very energetic photon irradiation. Therefore,
it is conceivable that functional substructures of peptides could survive on the early Earth and
also transportation to it, providing a basis for formation of new peptides.

KID and VUV photoionization are a promising new tools for peptide dissociation, not
only because fundamentally different dissociation dynamics occur, but also because ion ki-
netic and potential energies can be varied over a wide range.Efficient dissociation of very
large peptides and small proteins is feasible due to the deposition of large amounts of kinetic
energy on fs–timescales.

In the context of biological radiation damage on the molecular level, our results prove
that the large amounts of excitation energy deposited in complex biomolecules upon keV ion
impact lead to very severe fragmentation. The question remains, how the solvation layers
that surround biomolecules in living cells affect the fragmentation dynamics. Being based
on target production by means of electrospray ionization, the new apparatus allows for inves-
tigation of such nanosolvated systems. In the future we planto exploit nanosolvated short
oligonucleotides of well defined sequence as model systems and even larger systems such as
duplex DNA together with structural proteins (histones) and/or therapeutic agents. Variation
of the number of surrounding water molecules will allow to tune indirect effects down to the
limit of switching them off by investigating ”dry” DNA. For the indirect effects to be effec-
tive, excited secondary species must have lifetimes long enough to migrate to the DNA. By
changing lifetimes or migration scale lengths, radiation damage might be altered, increasing
or decreasing the biological radiation action.




